
Solitary

Faber Drive

Feels like I've been down this road before
Everything looks so familiar
I'm trynna find the voice I had before
But I'm defend by the silence in me
I've been told to stay between the lines
I push it to the limit every time
I guess I feel the break-up on the signs
Cause I'm blinded by the rebel in me
And it seems like I've been losing ground all by myself
Is it late for me to ask someone for help

Oh, everywhere I look I seem to find
Visions from a darkness of my mind
Everything I thought I left in solitary
No, I don't wanna go back to that place
Trapped between the walls of empty space
Where I've been held before to contemplate
In solitary, in solitary, in solitary

Feels like I've been hanging by a rope
Don't know how much longer I can cope
Promised that I'd never lose that hope
But I'm driven by the rebel in me
And it seems like I've been losing ground all by myself
Is it late for me to ask someone for help

Oh, everywhere I look I seem to find
Visions from a darkness of my mind
Everything I thought I left in solitary
No, I don't wanna go back to that place
Trapped between the walls of empty space
Where I've been held before to contemplate
In solitary

Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
In solitary
Feels like I've been down this road before
Everything looks so familiar
But I don't want to be here anymore
In solitary

Oh, everywhere I look I seem to find
Visions from a darkness of my mind
Everything I thought I left in solitary
No, I don't wanna go back to that place
Trapped between the walls of empty space
Where I've been held before to contemplate
In solitary, in solitary, in solitary
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